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The Journal of Clinical Medicine publishes papers and reports on a wide scale of topics of concern to 
clinical medicine, including:

· original papers 

· review articles and editorials

· short reports

· case reports

· letters to the Editor

All manuscripts are peer-reviewed. We urge authors to submit their manuscript in the correct format if 
they wish to avoid publication delays. Manuscripts must comply with the Instructions to Authors.

Instructions to authors

The Journal of Clinical Medicine is a bilingual edition. It is published both in Bulgarian and English 
languages. This gives the right to authors to submit their materials in any of both languages. However, 
should they be able to provide the article in both languages, they are encouraged to do so.

Papers must be written in clear, concise English or Bulgarian. Avoid jargon and neologisms. 
Regrettably, the Journal of Clinical Medicine is unable to undertake major corrections to language, 
which is the responsibility of the author. 

Authors whose first language is not English or Bulgarian are advised to have their papers checked 
before submission, as manuscripts may have to be rejected if they are not written in clear English, 
whatever their scientific merit. 

All authors should have made substantial contributions to all of the following: (1) the conception and 
design of the study, or acquisition of data, or analysis and interpretation of data, (2) drafting the article or 
revising it critically for important intellectual content, (3) final approval of the version to be submitted.

A Manuscript Front Sheet must accompany all submissions. The corresponding author is responsible 
for ensuring that all authors have seen and approved the manuscript. Each author should have 
participated sufficiently in the work to take public responsibility for the content.

http://www.icmje.org.
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Papers will not be approved for review unless accompanied by a statement that they have not been, and 
will not be published, in whole, or in part, in any other journal. The statement should bare the consent of 
all authors. If there is any overlap with a paper that has already been published elsewhere (including 
online publications), including use of the same subjects and repetitions of any data, that paper should be 
referred to and cited in full. 

All contributors who do not meet the criteria for authorship as defined above should be listed in an 
acknowledgements section. Examples of those who might be acknowledged include a person who 
provided purely technical help, writing assistance, or a department chair who provided only general 
support. Authors should disclose whether they had any writing assistance and identify the entity that 
paid for this assistance.

At the end of the text, under a subheading ̀ Conflict of interest statement', all authors must disclose any 
financial and personal relationships with other people or organisations that could inappropriately 
influence (bias) their work. Examples of potential conflicts of interest include employment, 
consultancies, stock ownership, honoraria, paid expert testimony, patent applications/registrations, and 
grants or other funding.

All sources of funding should be declared as an acknowledgement at the end of the text. Authors should 
declare the role of study sponsors, if any, in the study design, in the collection, analysis and 
interpretation of data; in the writing of the manuscript; and in the decision to submit the manuscript for 
publication. If the study sponsors had no such involvement, the authors should so state.

All randomised controlled trials submitted for publication in the Journal of Clinical Medicine should 
include a completed Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) flow chart. Please refer 
to the CONSORT statement website at  for more information. 
Journal of Clinical Medicine has adopted the proposal from the ICMJE which requires, as a condition of 
consideration for publication of clinical trials, registration in a public trials registry. Trials must register 
at or before the onset of patient enrolment. For clinical trials performed in EU member states EudraCT 
number should be included at the end of the abstract of the article. For this purpose, a clinical trial is 
defined as any research project that prospectively assigns human subjects to intervention or comparison 
groups to study the cause-and-effect relationship between a medical intervention and a health outcome. 
Studies designed for other purposes, such as to study drug pharmacokinetics and/or drug tolerability 
(e.g. Phase I-II trials) would be exempt. Further information can be found at .

Work on human beings that is submitted to Journal of Clinical Medicine should comply with the 
principles laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki and its subsequent amendments as well as with the 
principles of Good Clinical Practice (GCP) and to meet the International Conference on Harmanization 
(ICH) requirements. The manuscript should contain a statement that the work has been approved by the 
appropriate ethical committees related to the institution(s) in which it was performed and that subjects 
gave informed consent to be enrolled in the study. Studies involving experiments with animals must 
state that their care was in accordance with institution guidelines. Patients' and volunteers' names, 
initials, and hospital numbers should not be used.
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Studies using human tissues and cells  

Title 

Abstract 

Length 

The Methods section should contain a statement that the study was approved by an identifiable ethics 
committee, and that, when applicable, explicit patient consent was obtained for the use of tissue for 
research.

Preparation of manuscripts
Please indicate the word count on the front page of your manuscript.

· Use automatic page numbering but avoid other kinds of automatic

· Put the text, references, tables and legends for figures in one file, and each figure in a separate 
file.

Manuscript Requirements

The title page should give:

· The title of the article should give an informative and accurate indication of the content of the 
paper. It should be no longer than 150 characters, including spaces

· The authors' names and affiliations

· The name, address, telephone, fax and email of the corresponding author.

· The category for which the manuscript is being submitted (original article, review article, 
editorials, case report, short report, or letter to the Editor).

· A short title of not more than 50 characters (running head).

The abstract should not exceed 200 words and should conform to the following format:

· Objectives

· Design

· Materials and Methods

· Results

· Conclusions

Articles should be as brief as possible, a maximum of 4000 words including references. The discussion 
should be clear, concise, and limited to matters arising directly from the results.

Each of the following sections should begin on a new page, with all pages numbered serially:

· Title page

· Abstract and 3-6 key words

· Main text in the format of Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results and Discussion

· Acknowledgements

· References

· Tables

· Legends to the Figures
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Keywords 

 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov

References

Three to six keywords or short phrases that will assist indexers in cross-referencing the article should be 
included. Terms from the medical subject headings (MeSH) list of Index Medicus should be used (see

 ).

Please ensure that you include all relevant references to previous articles in the Journal of Clinical 
Medicine. References should be typed with double spacing and cited in the Vancouver style. 
Unpublished communications should be cited in the text, in parentheses.

1,2 1-3In the text, references should be numbered consecutively by superscript:  or . References should be 
listed in numerical order at the end of the article. The sequence for a journal article is: author(s), title of 
paper, journal name (abbreviated as in Index Medicus or written in full if no abbreviation quoted), year 
of publication, volume number, first and last pages. The sequence for a book is: author(s), editor(s) or 
compiler(s), title and edition number, place of publication and publisher's name, year of publication, 
first and last pages. References on at Congress and Symposium presented data should be exemplified as 
Congress/Symposium Abstracts or Proceedings.  

Examples:

1. Bunt TJ. Synthetic vascular graft infection. J Vasc Surg 1983; 94:1-9.

2. Roos DB. Transaxillary first rib resection for thoracic outlet syndrome. In: Bergan JJ, Yao JST 
eds. Operative Techniques in Vascular Surgery. New York: Grune and Stratton, 1980: 125-129.

3. Terziivanov D, K. Bozhinova, V. Dimitrova et al. Nonparametric Expectation Maximization 
(NPEM) Population Pharmacokinetic Analysis of Caffeine Disposition from Sparse Data in 
Adult Caucasians. Systemic Caffeine Clearance as a Biomarker for Cytochrome P450 1A2 
Activity. Clin Pharmacokinet 2003; 42: 1393-1409

Figures 

Tables 

Acknowledgements 

Figures of good quality should be submitted online as separate files. Permission to reproduce 
illustrations should always be obtained before submission and details included with the captions. The 
author(s) should indicate in the text where the figure is to be placed.

The legends for illustrations should be listed on a separate page, at the end of the manuscript, in 
numerical order and should contain brief but comprehensive explanations. Keys to symbols and 
shading used should appear in the legend, not on the illustration.

All authors wishing to use illustrations already published must first obtain the permission of the author 
and publisher and/or copyright holders and give precise reference to the original work.

Tables should be numbered in series and must be cited in the text in sequence. Each table with an 
appropriate brief legend should be typed on a separate page and the end of the manuscript. Tables should 
be kept as simple as possible and wherever possible a graphical presentation used instead.

The acknowledgements page should specify:

· Contributions that need acknowledging but do not justify authorship, e.g. technical help

· Sources of financial and material support

· Possible conflicts of interest
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Units and Abbreviations 

Analytical methods 

The decimal point and not a comma should be used, e.g. 6.89 not 6,89. A space rather than a comma 
should follow thousands and multiples thereof, e.g. 10 000 not 10,000.

Measurements of length, height, weight and volume should be reported in metric units (metre, 
kilogram, litre) or their decimal multiples. Temperatures should be given in degrees Celsius and blood 
pressure in millimetres of mercury. All other measurements, including laboratory measurements, 
should be reported in the metric system in terms of the International System of Units (SI).

Authors should limit the use of abbreviations. Terms which are mentioned frequently may be 
abbreviated but only if this does not detract from reader comprehension. Abbreviations for SI units and 
statistical terms are those in Baron DN (ed): Units, Symbols and Abbreviations: A Guide for Biological 
and Medical Editors and Authors 4th ed. London, Royal Society of Medicine, 1994.

When quoting specific materials or proprietary drugs, authors must state in parentheses the name and 
address of the manufacturer. International Non-Proprietary Names (INN) should be used whenever 
possible.

Authors should include details of the linearity, range, precision, accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of 
an analytical method or refer to other publications in which the information is given. 

Linearity is the ability of an analytical method to elicit test results that are directly, or by means of well 
defined mathematical transformations, proportional to the concentrations of analytes in samples within 
a given range.

Range of an analytical method is the interval between the upper and lower levels (including these levels) 
that have been demonstrated to be determined with precision, accuracy, and linearity using the method 
as written. 

Analysis There should be a clear description of which methods were used, and any analyses not in 
common usage should be supported by references. In general, ̀ non-parametric' analyses variation.  

Accuracy is a measure of systematic error, also called bias; it can be expressed as the percentage 
difference between the result for a test sample and the reference value for that compound.

Sensitivity, also called detectability or limit of quantification, is the smallest single result that can be 
distinguished from zero with confidence (e.g. 3 standard deviations above baseline).

Specificity is the extent to which the method does not detect compounds other than those intended.

In the Methods section statistical analysis should be described clearly, with references when 
appropriate. Editors and referees will be particularly concerned that any study described had sufficient 
statistical power for its purpose; when appropriate, the power of the study and its calculation should be 
described in the Methods section.

In the Results section 95% confidence intervals of differences should be cited whenever possible for all 
important endpoints. This is particularly important when equivalence is being claimed (i.e. for non-
significant comparisons). 

Authors should set out clearly the objectives of the study and state whether the study was retrospective 
or prospective. Randomised trials must include the items included in the CONSORT statement (see 
`Randomised Controlled Trials' above).

Wherever possible a graphical presentation should be used to illustrate the main findings of a study.

Statistical methods  

Design 

Presentation 
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Base the graph on data points unless the sample sizes are very large. When plotting life tables always 
indicate the numbers of individuals at risk at the various times of follow-up. Avoid the use of ̀ error bars' 
showing 1 standard deviation or standard error.

The use of a mean and standard deviation (SD) to describe a distribution is only appropriate when the 
distribution is known to be normal. For non-parametric data, the median is a better measure of the centre 
of the distribution and the range (min-max) or interquartile range (IQR), a better measure of spread. 
Avoid spurious precision; percentages should generally be given as integers.

should be used, e.g. the Mann-Whitney test for comparing two groups and the Wilcoxon test for 
comparing the changes to a group.

Strive to limit the number of statistical tests performed, especially on subgroups. If you cannot avoid 
multiple comparisons, then use an appropriate adjustment to avoid a `type 1' (false-positive) error. 
Results of statistical tests should be reported by stating the value of the test statistic (t), the number of 
degrees of freedom (df) and the P value to two decimal places, e.g. t = 1.34, df=16, P = 0.20. 

Where possible, the results of the primary analysis should be reported using confidence intervals instead 
of, or in addition to, P values. Do not use statistical tests to compare the baseline characteristics of study 
groups, but rather use adjusted analyses to investigate the effect of such imbalances.

Statistical significance should not be confused with clinical relevance. Use confidence intervals to 
assess clinical relevance, especially when interpreting a 'negative' finding. Do not place undue emphasis 
on secondary analyses, especially when they were suggested by an inspection of the data.

Stereoisomers 

When a drug can exist as stereoisomers or diastereomers (for example geometrical isomers), the form of 
compound studied must be designated as follows in the methods section. 

Interpretation 

Terminology  

In the case of racemates the prefix rac- should precede the drug name (for example rac-propranolol). 

When possible the absolute configuration of enantiomers should be indicated (for example (S)-
warfarin). 

Similarly, geometrical isomerism should be indicated by the prefixes Z/E or cis/trans. When 
appropriate, the interpretation of data obtained using mixtures of isomers should take account of 
stereochemical aspects. 

Drug names 

All drugs should be designated by an International Non-proprietary Name (recommended, rINN, or 
proposed, pINN). Regarding drugs undergoing Phase I-III for  brevity, a company's code name may be 
used, but in that case the full chemical name of structure of the drug should be given in the introduction. 

We give priority to reports describing novel conditions or complications, those with a valuable message, 
and technical innovations or modifications. Short reports should not normally exceed 750 words, laid 
out in the following format:

· Title page (as for original articles)

· Abstract (introduction, report, discussion), maximum 100 words and 3-6 keywords

· Main text (introduction, report, discussion)

· References (maximum 5)

· Legends to the Figures (maximum 2)

Short Reports 
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The editors of JCM reserve the right to publish the short reports in JCM Online, with the abstract 
published in the printed journal in case there is a high rate of short reports submission. 

We encourage the submission of reviews and editorials. The maximum word count for reviews is 5,000 
words including references and for editorials 1,000 words including references. Priority will be given to 
editorials addressing a current problem, systematic reviews and meta-analyses. We advise potential 
authors seeking advice on the suitability of topics to email the editorial office at

We welcome letters commenting on articles in the Journal and notification of forthcoming events, 
maximum 300 words including references. Email your letter or details of forthcoming events as an 
attached Word file to the editorial office at 

Upon acceptance of an article, authors will be asked to sign a Journal Publishing Agreement. 
Acceptance of the agreement will ensure the widest possible dissemination of information. 
If excerpts from other copyrighted works are included, the author(s) must obtain written permission 
from the copyright owners and credit the source(s) in the article. 

One set of page proofs will be sent by e-mail to the corresponding author, which they are requested to 
correct and return within 

Please use this proof only for checking the typesetting, editing, completeness and correctness of the text, 
tables and figures. Significant changes to the article as accepted for publication will only be considered 
at this stage with permission from the Editor. We will do everything possible to get your corrections are 
sent back to us in one communication: please check carefully before replying, as inclusion of any 

 

Reviews and Editorials 

 info@jcm-bg.org

Letters, Book Reviews and Forthcoming Events 

info@jcm-bg.org.

Copyright 

Proofs 

48 hours. 

subsequent corrections cannot be guaranteed. Proofreading is solely your responsibility. Note that the 
Publisher may proceed with the publication of your article if no response is received.

The corresponding author, at no cost, will be provided with a PDF file of the article via e-mail or, 
alternatively, 25 free paper offprints. The PDF file is a watermarked version of the published article and 
includes a cover sheet with the journal cover image and a disclaimer outlining the terms and conditions 
of use. Additional paper offprints can be ordered by the authors. An order form with prices will be sent to 
the corresponding author.

Authors should ensure that they have provided the following information, when appropriate: 

1. A title page
2. A title of no more than 150 characters.
3. "What this paper adds" statement (for original papers and short reports)
4. A structured abstract of no more than 250 words. 
5. 95% confidence intervals (CI) on differences between major end points. 
6. Some numerical data in the abstract, including 95% CIs, when appropriate.
7. Details of precision, accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity for drug/metabolite assays. 
8. A statement of ethics committee approval and subject consent. 
9. Acknowledgement of financial and other support.
10. A statement of approval of all authors.
11. Preprints of relevant unpublished papers. 

Offprints 

Authors' checklist
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